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Clock Face Review

minute handclock face

hour hand

hour mark minute mark

Clock Face: 
Made up of 2 hands, 12 numbers, and 
60 marks. These combine to tell the 
minutes and hours in a day.

Hour Hand: 
The little hand. It tells the hour. It takes 
60 minutes for the hour hand to reach 
the next hour mark.

Minute Hand: 
The big hand. It tells how many minutes 
have passed in the hour. It takes 60 

seconds for the minute hand to reach 
the next minute mark.

Minute Marks: 
The small marks going around the clock. 
They tell what minute in the hour it is. 
There are 60 minutes in an hour.

Hour Marks: 
The marks with the large numbers (1-12) 
next to them. They tell the hour. There 
are 12 hours in half a day and 24 hours 
in a whole day.
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Name _______________________________Name _______________________________

Hour
When the minute hand points exactly 
to the 12, and the hour hand points to 
a number, that is the exact hour.

The hour hand 
tells what  
hour it is.

Write the time for each clock two different ways.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

o’clock

:

The time above is ten o’clock.

10 : 00
hour
hand

minute 
hand

The hour hand is 
pointing to the 10. 
That is the hour.

The minute hand is 
pointing to the 12.

o’clock

:

o’clock

:

o’clock

:

o’clock

:

o’clock

:
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Name _______________________________
Hour 

(60 Minutes)

1. 4:00
2. 8:00

3. 12:00 4. 1:00

Draw the hands for each time shown. Use a blue crayon for the hour 
hand and a red crayon for the minute hand.

Draw the Hands
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Name _______________________________

Write the time for each clock two different ways.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

:

Write the Time

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Hour, Half-Hour, 
Quarter-Hour
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Name _______________________________
Hour, Half-Hour, 

Quarter-Hour

Find These Times Color Write the Times

1. Hour blue                                  

2. Half-Hour red                                  

3. Fifteen Minutes green                                              

4. Forty-Five Minutes orange                                              

Use the chart to color the balloons. Then write the times in the chart.
Grouping Balloons
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Name _______________________________

6. seven fifteen

7. nine fifteen

8. ten forty-five

9. one o’clock

10. six thirty

Read the times. Then draw the hands.
Written Times

1. twelve o’clock

2. three thirty

3. five forty-five

4. eleven fifteen

5. eight thirty

Hour, Half-Hour, 
Quarter-Hour


